
1 Lagoon
"Glad to see the town encouraging walkability year round." 

Suggests maintaining access to social trails that intersect the Rec Path heading 
towards the lake.

2 Lagoon

Plowing makes skiing, snowshoeing, walking and biking the Rec Path more 
difficult. User expressed concerns due to ice. 

3 Mountain Pines

"We appreciate the new walkability on the west side of Summit Blvd 
between Main St. and Hawn Drive."

". . . We've noticed the work along Summit Blvd & [near] the bus stop on 
County Rd. 1040/1041. More bikers, more walkers, less confusion, and no 
people walking in the road anymore."

4 Hawn Drive

"Great job and great to see this improvement. "

5 Summit Stage Transit Center

" . . .The town should also improve paving of sections where pedestrian 
crosswalks exist - i.e. the Frisco Transfer Center and Whole Foods shopping 
center." 

Resident notes that these areas get buried by snow moved from main 
road plows, blocking the pathway to crosswalks. 

6 Lakepoint

"I believe plowing in winter is a great idea to support walking and 
biking."

Suggests creating alternate pedestrian-only dirt paths to separate bikes from 
people on foot. 

7 Timberline Cove

Resident states that plowing creates a wall of snow that stops recreators in 
the area from utilizing trails around the lake.

8 Mountain Meadows

". . . I think the plowing is fantastic . . . I am able to ride my bike more to 
get around town."
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9 Bay Club

Resident expressed concerns about snow melt turning into ice on Rec Path - 
prefer snow-covered to plowed. 

10 Prospect Point

"I can't tell you how happy I am that TOF now plows from Hwy 9, behind 
the middle school, and over to the Dam Road!"

". . . It is so much nicer to run and walk on the path." 

11 Prospect Point

Resident has noticed more people out walking and biking.

". . . [Plowing] allows us to more quickly, easily, and safely walk into town 
without dealing with the busy traffic."

12 Reserve

"We're a big fan of the recent plowing of the winding, hilly Rec Path in the 
Reserve." 

" . . . This opens up a better route to downtown Frisco compared to 
walking on Windflower and Larson Ln."

"We look forward to trying XC skiing on the Rec Path to Breck in the new 
year!"

13 Reserve
"The team is doing a great job making the pathway walkable and based 

on the many different footprints in the snow, I see it is being used."

14 Frisco Duck Subdivision

". . . We walk our dogs and run every day along Frisco pathways when we are 
here. We are thrilled with the pathways plowing program . . . " 

Homeowner states the program significantly increases their enjoyment of the 
town, as it allows them to use the Rec Path year round. 

15 Wiborg Park
"My family and I have been using the groomed bike paths for biking and 
walks. We're amazed how great of a job Frisco has done to provide 
another winter activity option."
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